Charlie’s Soap will make your home turn heads!
Mildew stains on the siding, oxidized paint, tree sap, bird droppings, you name it: your house sees it. Nothing is safe from
the elements – vinyl siding, gutters, brick, stucco, wood, concrete. Ever notice that there is a different cleaner for every
different job you want to tackle? Walking down the cleaner aisle will make your head spin and your wallet scream in pain.
And don’t forget your poor plants along your walls, because many cleaners are not friendly to flora, let alone fauna.
Charlie’s Soap Indoor/Outdoor Surface Cleaner lets you stop worrying and just get the job done. A little goes a long way.
If it’s dirty, Charlie’s Soap can clean it, period, end of story. That’s what we call a short solution to a long problem.
Charlie’s Soap is:

The GREEN:

97% biodegradable in just a month (Japan Food Research Labs)
Your family will be safe because of our non-toxic formula.
Safe for gray water systems or for use around lakes and streams

That CLEANS:

Nothing cleans as thoroughly as Charlie’s Soap. (SGS Testing Labs)
Targets the stains, not the surface. Will not damage surfaces.
No gloves or masks required. Safe for your skin.
Use on any washable surface.
It rinses away completely. (Clemson University School of Textiles)

For all exterior surfaces: Use Charlie’s Soap Indoor/Outdoor Surface Cleaner half strength.







Mix Charlie's Soap Indoor/Outdoor half strength in pump-up garden sprayer.
Spray mixture liberally over all vertical surfaces.
Allow Indoor/Outdoor to sit and release soils at least 10 minutes. The longer you allow Charlie’s Soap to sit, the
better it cleans.
Rinse thoroughly using a pressure washer or brush and garden hose.
Repeat if necessary.
Works great on most any soil on: concrete, vinyl, brick, wood, stucco, Masonite, aluminum, canvas, patio
furniture, gutters, etc.

For concrete, asphalt drives and walkways: Use Charlie's Soap Indoor/Outdoor full strength.





Apply Indoor/Outdoor directly to spots.
Let it sit for a few minutes. The longer you allow Charlie’s Soap to sit, the better it cleans.
Rinse with pressure washer or stiff brush and garden hose.
Not recommended for cleaning asphalt shingles — it cleans away the tar holding the gravel in place.
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